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Abstract 
This paper first discusses a model of enterprise integration that consists of a micro 
Ievel, a midcro Ievel, and a macro Ievel integration. Secondly, the architecture for 
midcro inter-enterprise integration is composed consisting of three layers, a 
communication layer, a collaboration layer, and an application layer. To the 
collaboration layer, synchronous and asynchronaus collaborations are discussed 
and a toolkit for those collaborations is studied and assembled. Then to the 
communication layer, a communication infrastructure for a research test-bed and a 
project for midcro inter-enterprise integration is described. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Since computer integrated manufacturing (CIM) concept raised late 1960s, the 
topic of enterprise integration has been explored for three decades. Conventionally, 
CIM is mostly concemed with intra-enterprise integration, i.e. integration within a 
given enterprise. 

Today, manufacturing enterprises are faced with challenges globally. 
lncreasingly, these challenges cannot be effectively met by isolated effort within a 
single enterprise. Therefore, enterprise integration is nowadays conceming with 
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not only what happens within a given enterprise (intra-enterprise integration), but 
also what happens among a group of enterprises (inter-enterprise integration). 

From such a reality, it is necessary to study first how many types of enterprise 
integration exist that are necessary to be studied for meeting the challenge. For this 
purpose, a three-level model of enterprise integration is conceived that consists of a 
micro level, a midcro level, and a macro Ievel integration (see Figure 1). We work 
mainly at the midcro enterprise integration involving in the integration among a 
group of enterprises including a host enterprise, a chain of supply enterprises, and a 
chain of selling agencies. (Deng, 1997). 

2 A THREE LEVEL MODEL ON ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION 
As shown in Figure 1, those three Ievels can be described as follows: 
• Micro integration is internal behavior-optimization centered integration within 

a single enterprise (intra-enterprise integration). In the case of a production
type enterprise, it involves in the integration among management division (m}, 
engineering division (e}, and shopfloor (st) as shown in the lower left ofFigure 
1. In the case of a service-type enterprise (selling agency), it involves in the 
integration among management division (m), selling division (sl}, and service 
division (sv) as shown in the lower right of Figure 1. 

• Midcro integration is product-alliance-centered integration among a group of 
enterprises. This class of integration involves in a host enterprise integrated 
with enterprises in the supply-chain and distribution-chain for their common 
products as shown in upper two ovals of Figure 1. In this figure, the hierarchy 
of supply-chain is depicted to contain first-tier, second-tier, and third-tier of 
supply enterprises; the distribution-chain is depicted to contain two tiers of 
hierarchy. They can be composed of moretiersdown the chains. In the book 
written by Miyashita (1996), the midcro integration is called a vertical Keiretsu. 

• Macro integration is afinance-alliance and risk reduction centered integration. 
As shown in the upper oval of Figure 1, all members in the macro integration 
group are host enterprises (denoted as H). Each of them possesses its own 
supply and distribution chains (in Figure I, only one host enterprise is depicted 
to show its supply and distribution chains down into the middle oval). The only 
exception is a special enterprise- financial organization (denoted as F, such as 
a bank which is depicted in the middle of the upper oval of Figure 1). The 
products of those host enterprises vary greatly from enterprise to enterprise 
such as vehicles, steel, electronics, warehouse, insurance, etc. In the book 
written by Miyashita (1996), such integration is called a horizontal Keiretsu. 

In summary, the micro integration falls into the class of intra-enterprise 
integration, and both midcro integration and macro integration fall into the class of 
inter-enterprise integration. 



Legends: 
F - financial enterprise 
H - host enterprise 
sp - supply enterprise 

sa - selling agency 
m - management division 
e - engiDeering division 

Figure 1 A three Ievel model on enterprise integration. 

sf - shopfloor 
sl - selling division 
sv - service division 
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Industries in Northem Norway are widely dispersed. Their supply and 
distribution chains are rather dispersed and even globally dispersed. For example, 
the supply chain and distribution chain of Fundia Bygg AS, a metallurgy company 
in Mo i Rana, Northem Norway is dispersed across Scandinavian and Central 
European countries. The LKAB Logistics Narvik Ore Harbor in Narvik, Northem 
Norway has its supply chain and distribution chain dispersed across Scandinavian, 
Centrat European, and even Asian countries. Therefore, our main concem is to 
create an advanced research test-bed for industries in Northern Norway 
(ART_INN) on midcro inter-enterprise integration. And based on the support of 
ART_INN, promote joint ventures with and provide services for industries in 
Northem Norway under a project called virtual manufacturing (dynamic midcro 
inter-enterprise integration) for industries in Northern Norway (VM_INN). In the 
following sections, we shall call the midcro inter-enterprise integration as inter
enterprise integration for brevity. 

There exist workflow, informationjlow, materialflow, andfundflow among the 
host enterprise, supply enterprises, and the selling agencies. In this paper, we focus 
on the workflow and information flow, i.e. on the problems of how to aid the 
workflow and information flow among enterprises effectively and efficiently. 
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Figure 2 Architecture for midcro inter-enterprise integration. 

3 AN ARCHITECTURE FOR INTER-ENTERPRISE INTEGRATION 
There is need to have an overview (architecture) of the workflow and information 
flow arnong enterprises before we can go into details. lt is shown in Figure 2. 

To realize the workflow and information flow arnong the enterprises, 
obviously, they must be able to communicate with each other. Thus a 
communication infrastructure is the basic necessity as shown in the lower part of 
Figure 2 where it is depicted as a layer called communication. 

Based on the support from the communication infrastructure, the collaborative 
tasks can be as follows (refer to upper part ofFigure 2): 
• Collaborative product design by means of computer aided design (CAD) 

application, 
• Collaborative process planning and numerically controlled prograrnming 

(NCP) by means of computer aided process planning (CAPP) and computer 
aided NCP applications, 

• Collaborative production planning and control (PP&C) by means of computer 
aided PP&C application, 

• Collaborative manufacturing via remote control of manufacturing cells and 
Workstations by means of computer aided manufacturing (CAM) applications, 

• Collaborative logistics management by means of a computer aided logistics 
system (CALS), 

• etc. 
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As shown in the upper part of Figure 2, those applications (CAD, CAPP, etc.) 
reside in the application layer. They can be installed and run in every enterprise. 

To enable collaborative tasks (design, planning, etc) among enterprises, the 
communication layer serves to run the information flow among enterprises. 
However, to attain more effective collaboration, we need also collaboration tools to 
aid a better workflow among enterprises. Those tools reside in the collaboration 
layer as shown in the middle of Figure 2. 

4 SYNCHRONOUS AND ASYNCHRONOUS COLLABORA TION 
The workflow among enterprises can be categorized into synchronaus 
collaboration and asynchronous collaboration. 

Synchronaus collaboration means that geographically dispersed partners are 
working in an on-line mode. They are working collaboratively at different 
locations but at same time. In some cases, it is called a meeting or a conference. 
Thus, we need a tool to realize the synchronous collaboration (see lower left of 
Figure 3). By means of this tool, the partners can see each other via video display 
on the screens, talk with each other via audio phones, exchange ideas via text chat 
or white board on the screens, and share the applications (CAD, CAPP, NCP, 
PP&C, CAM, CALS, etc) on the screens. 

Figure 3 Relationship between synchronous, asynchronous, and switching tools. 

Asynchronaus collaboration means that the collaborative partners work in an 
off-line mode, i.e. the partners do not work at the same time. In many cases, the 
off-line working mode is much preferable, because different people may have 
different time schedule in daily work and it is difficult to find a commonly agreed 
period to have a meeting. In such cases, they will preferably work in the 
asynchronous collaboration mode. Thus, we need another tool to realize the 
asynchronous collaboration (see lower right of Figure 3). By means of this tool, 
one can work alone, for example, design a product alone by a CAD application. 
After one has completed the design, slhe stores herlhis file in some shareable 
location (server), then send a message to inform other partner asking her/him to 
fetch the design data from the shareable location for further working (comment or 
modification). After further working, the partner, in turn, stores the resulting file 
into the shareable location, and send a feedback message to the original designer 
informing herlhim that a comment or a modification has been done. 

Certainly, after certain interactions of asynchronous working, for making 
important decisions, it may require to have a synchronous meeting. Thus, we need 
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a third tool to realize the switching between synchronaus working and 
asynchronaus working (see upper part of Figure 3). 

To summarize, in addition to the support from communication layer, we need a 
collaboration toolkit that includes three tools, one synchronaus collaboration tool, 
one asynchronaus collaboration tool, and one switching tool to aid the inter
enterprise integration. This toolkit resides in the collaboration layer at the middle 
of Figure 2. The relationship among the three tools is depicted in Figure 3. 

Table 1 Selected functions of o ular tools for 

Functions 

Audio chat 
Text chat 
Video conferencing 
Application sharing 
Collaborative brow ing 
Whiteboarding 
File transfer 
Audio and video bandwidth 
consultin 

Microsoft 
NetMeeting (v2.0) 
(O'Donnell. 1997) 

X 
X 
X 
X 

X 
X 
X 

0 Security zone X 
1: Digital cenificate X 
~ Connecting Proxy erver X 

Enablin securi rotocol X 

X 
X 
X 

Cu-SeeMe 
(V0.92b2) 

Cu-SeeMe, 1998 
X 
X 
X 

5 EXAMINATION AND ASSEMBL Y OF COLLABORATION 
TOOLKIT 

Many collaboration tools exist in the market nowadays. lt is necessary to have a 
survey and examination to find the right tools for meeting the requirements of 
inter-enterprise integration. 

5.1 Tool for synchronous collaboration 
For meeting the requirements of synchronaus collaboration, some of popular tools 
for synchronaus collaboration such as Microsoft NetMeeting, Netscape 
Conference, and Cu-SeeMe are evaluated. Their functions are listed in Table 1. 

The most important function for a synchronaus collaboration tool for inter
enterprise collaboration is application sharing. In other words, it must be able to 
execute collaborative CAD, CAPP, PP&C, etc. applications among enterprises 
simultaneously. 
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Figure 4 Screen display at collaboration launeher side. 

Figure 5 Screen display at collaboration partner side. 

For instance, when one launches a collaborative design meeting for a product, a 
CAD application should frrst run at one's own computer. At the same time, the 
CAD design can be shared among the geographically dispersed partners, i.e. the 
graphics of the product being displayed on the launcher's screen should 
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simultaneously appear on screens of all partners. Based on such a simultaneaus 
displaying, the partners can take part in the discussions to comment the design via 
audio chat, text chat, and white board drawing. Meanwhile, they can see each other 
on the screen. Furthermore, if the launeher wants the partners to directly modify 
the design on the screen instead of only to comment the design, it should be able to 
do so. Again, when they deem that there is need to keep their information in secret, 
the tool should be able to provide necessary security functions for information 
exchanging. 

Figure 6 Text chat window and white board window from NetMeeting. 

W e have experimented with those tools listed in Table 1. From there, we find 
that the Microsoft NetMeeting is the only tool being able of providing the 
application sharing function. So we choose it as our synchronaus collaboration 
tool. 

Figures 4 and 5 show the screen displays of Microsoft NetMeeting at the 
launeher side and partner side where a CAD application, ProEngineer, is running at 
the launeher side and is being shared by the partner. As shown in the right parts of 
these figures, the launeher and the partner can see each other via video pictures. As 
weil, they can talk with each other via microphones and speakers (at the upper 
parts of Figures 4 and 5, the output adjusters of microphones and speakers are 
shown). They can use text chat and/or white board drawing for discussion as weil. 
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The lower right part of Figure 6 shows the text chat window and lower left part of 
Figure 6 shows the white board window. 

5.2 Tool for asynchronaus collaboration 
The requirements to the tool for asynchronous collaboration have been discussed in 
section 4. This tool should be able of: 
• Storing documents in a shareable workplace, 
• Providing a server by the vendor and creating a server by users themselves, 
• Collaborative editing, 
• Controlling the degree of sharing, 
• Tracking the workflow such as event and activity notification and version 

management, 
• Controlling the security such as access right control, member administration, 

and encryption. 

T bl 2 S l a e e ecte dfu nctwns o popu ar toots or async f l f hr onous co ll b a orat10n 
Lotus Notes & WebBoard 

Functions BSCW Domino (Web Board, 
(Bentley. 1997) (Kreisle, 1997) 1998) 

Shareahle Fully u er-owned X 
worlct>lace Partially user-owned X X 

Server 
Yenderserver available 

~- ~~ 

X X X 
User own server createable X 

Networ: 
Mainly Internet based X X 
Mainly Intranet based X 

Tr:acking Event & activity notification X X X 
Version manall.ement X X X 

Collaborative editinll. X X X 
De~ee of shann2 control X X 
Securi I Access right control 

-~ 

X X X 
ty Member administration X X X i 

For meeting those requirements, some of the popular tools such as BSCW 
(Basic Support for Cooperative Work), LotusNotesand Domino, and WebBoard 
are evaluated. Their functions related to the requirements mentioned above are 
listed in Table 2. 

Wehave experimented with tools listed in Table 2. From there, we find that the 
BSCW tool is more suitable for the purpose of asynchronous inter-enterprise 
collaboration. First, the BSCW vendor provides a centrat server where the users 
can have afull right to create and own their shareable workplaces. Second, it also 
provides a downloadable program to aid the users to create their own BSCW 
servers when necessary. And third, the BSCW is Internet based. Those features are 
much preferable in virtual manufacturing (dynamic re-organization) environment. 

Figure 7 shows a BSCW page displaying the shared folders and files in where 
the information of collaborative editing, event notification, version management, 
etc. are shown. Figure 8 shows the information related to the BSCW access control 
function. 
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Figure 7 A BSCW page displaying the shared folder and files. 

·-------,-----·--·- ... -·· ·1 

CI.Anp &ü. ,fharw 
Cw: Add Mcmbet 

Figure 8 A BSCW shared workspace is defined to be shared among five 
members. 



5.3 Tool for switching between synchronous collaboration and 
asynchronous collaboration 

A switching tool should be able of: 
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• Working in the background quietly all the time whenever one turns on herlhis 
computer, no matter slhe is working on any other program or in idle, 

• Popping up a blinking symbol and/or an alerting sound from the background 
to indicate that a switching message has come, no matter the local computer is 
on or off when the message is coming, 

• Displaying the collaborative partners to indicate if they are online or offline at 
real-time, 

• Sending offline message to a partner, no matter the partner is turning herlhis 
computer on or off at this moment, 

• Online chatting with other partners for negotiating a synchronous or 
asynchronous collaboration or other·relative matters. 

Wehave experimented with those tools listed in Table 3. We choose the ICQ as 
our switching tool. This is because in our case we need not only the online 
switching function, but also "offline and pop-up" switching function. 

T bl 3 S l d f a e e ecte unctwns o popu ar too s Of SWitC mg f l Ii . h' 

ICQ Conven-
Functions (Mirabilis AOL tional 

LTD. 1998) (AOL. 1998) E-mail 
Waiting quietly in !he background X X X 

Pop-up in condltion of both sides X X 

Receive online 
Pop-up despite of the local X X 
computer onlineloffline previously 
Display partners' onlineloffline X X 

Send infonnation on desktop 
Offline me age to panners 1- X X 
Onlinechat X X 

At the lower right corner of Figure 6, the ICQ icon IB is shown. It indicates 
that the ICQ program is sitting in the background. At the right part of Figure 6, the 
ICQ front window shows the partners' online, offline, ... information. 

To summarize, from section 5.1 through 5.3, the collaboration toolkit is studied 
and assembled for our inter-enterprise collaboration purpose. It contains the ICQ 
tool, NetMeeting tool, and BSCW tool as shown in Figure 3 

6 COMMUNICATION INFRASTRUCTURE FOR VM_INN 
Refer back to Figure 2, we have discussed the collaboration layer in sections 4 and 
5. This section comes to discuss the communication layer, i.e. to discuss the 
communication infrastructure for our VM_INN project. 

The communication layer for VM_INN should be able of: 
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• Evaluating various alternatives of inter-enterprise cooununications such as 
LAN (local area network) -Internet- LAN, LAN - ISDN (integrated service 
digital network) - LAN, Intranet- Internet- LAN, Intranet - ISDN - LAN, etc, 

• Studying the efficiency, security, and cost effectiveness on various 

cooununication alternatives 

r·-·· - ·· -· ·- ·· - ·· - ·· - ··- ·· - ·· - ·· - ·· - ·· - ··- ·· - ·· - ·· - : 
: ART_INN Central Laborstory I 
I : 

I VR W95 NT UNIX servers 

ART _INN experimental intranet ! 
·- .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. . . - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. - .. I 

ART _INN Enterprlse Emulators 

Cl c: 
't: 

= " 45 
c: . ... 

• E 
• >- z I 

j5 z 
~ ;:I I 
::l a: 

i .. - .. ~ .. -~_ .. i 
• • • 

"' ..... .. 
~ 

E .. 
E 
Q. 
~ 
0 e;, 
z z ;:I 
a: 
< 

'-- ··-·· - ·· - ·· - · 

~ Physical Unk 

Logical ünk 

VM_INN Research Environment for lnter-enterprise Collaboration 

Figure 9 Current configuration of cooununication infrastructure for VM_INN. 
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• Experimenting multi-media communication, 
• Testing portable and wireless communication, and new communication 

technologies such ATM, B-ISON, etc. 

Figure 9 shows the current configuration of communication infrastructure for 
the VM_INN. The environment consists of five parts. One is the ART_INN centrat 
laboratory (top of Figure 9) where the preliminary research on inter-enterprise 
collaboration can be carried out based on multi platforms within the Intranet. The 
servers serve for collaborations not only for centrat laboratory itself, but also for 
other four parts. They are (1) ART_INN group member's offices (lower right of 
Figure 9), (2) ART_INN manufacturing laboratory (upper right of Figure 9), (3) 
ART_INN enterprise emulators (bottom of Figure 9), and (4) industries in 
Northem Norway (left of Figure 9). 

The ART_INN centrallaboratory can communicate with the ART_INN group 
member's offi.ces to experiment collaborations within the campus. Further, the 
experiments can be extended beyond the campus to the ART_INN enterprise 
emulators that are dispersed in the suburb of Narvik and Trodheim, 930 km south 
ofNarvik. 

Furthermore, the ART_INN centrallaboratory, the ART_INN group member's 
offices, and/or the ART_INN enterprise emulators can execute the collaborations 
with the industries in Northem Norway (left of Figure 9). And the industries in 
Northem Norway can collaborate with each other and/or invoke the resource 
support from servers in the ART_INN centrallaboratory. 

The remote control of collaborative manufacturing can be executed either 
between the ART_INN manufacturing laboratory and the other four parts, or 
among industries in Northem Norway. 

The University Internet (Norway), the Commercial Internet (Norway), and the 
ISDN (Norway) shown in the middle of Figure 9 support all those communication 
activities. 

7 CONCLUSION 
As the discussion above, this paper focuses on the problems of how to aid the 
enterprise integration for industries in Northem Norway. The research on this topic 
is being supported and funded by Norwegian Research Council (NFR) since the 
beginning of 1998. This paper explains the first phase work of this project. It starts 
with a study on a three-level model of enterprise integration and considering the 
real environment of industries in Northem Norway; a conclusion is attained that we 
should concentrate efforts in the midcro inter-enterprise collaboration. 

For working in the midcro inter-enterprise collaboration, it is necessary to have 
a generat framework (architecture) to overview this project. A three-layer 
architecture is, therefore, conceived consisting of a communication layer, a 
collaboration layer, and an application layer. 

For the collaboration layer, a detail study on assembling a toolkit to aid the 
synchronous and asynchronous collaborations has been carried out. In the next 
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research phase, we think it is necessary to further study the coordination 
methodologies and tools in addition to the collaboration layer. 

For the communication layer, this paper introduces the current consideration 
and configuration on the communication infrastructure of the VM_INN. In the next 
research phase, we think it is necessary to experiment various alternatives of inter
enterprise communications such as LAN- Internet- LAN, LAN- ISDN- LAN, 
Intranet- Internet- LAN, Intranet - ISDN - LAN, etc. And study the efficiency, 
security, and cost effectiveness on various communication alternatives. 

For the application layer, we think it is necessary to further study and assemble 
application toolkits for various classes of enterprises such as machinery class, ore 
harbor logistic class, metallurgy class, etc. 
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